Abstract-It is suggested that electron-positron (e+e-) plasma can be accelerated using the concept of cyclotron autoresonance between the particles and a linearly polarized laser radiation propagating along an axial magnetic field (B,). This scheme can also be applied for other plasmas with oppositely charged particles of equal q I /m (e.g., positive and negative ions). An e+e-plasma can be accelerated to about 2 GeV in the first meter along a 100-kG guide magnetic field by using an Nd: glass laser (X0 = 1 rtm) with intensity Io = 1018 W/cm2. The acceleration scales asymptotically as (B, Io X0 Z2 )1 /3, where z is the axial distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CCELERATION of particles to high energies by high-power lasers has received considerable attention in recent years [1] - [3] . Several schemes for coupling between the laser field and relativistic charged beams have been proposed. Two major schemes applying the far-field approach were discussed: the inverse free-electron laser (IFEL) [4] and recently the autoresonance laser accelerator (ALA) [5] .1 In the IFEL accelerator the attainable energies are limited ( S 400 GeV) due to radiation losses, and the accelerated beam current is limited as a result of transverse gradients of the wiggler field. The ALA scheme is based on a cyclotron autoresonance between charged particles and an electromagnetic wave propagating along an axial guide magnetic field. This selfsustained resonance is achieved for luminous radiation and homogeneous fields. Both the nonlinear single particle [5] and the collective [6] behavior of this system have been analyzed recently for the case of a circularly polarized laser radiation. It has been shown that the accelerated beam can be launched into the desired autoresonance regime through an appropriate transition region. The possibility of using the megagauss magnetic fields generated spontaneously in laser-produced plasmas for autoreso- nance acceleration was also suggested [7] . The ALA concept allows the acceleration of high-current beams to teraelectronvolt energies with low radiation losses. However, generally speaking, the collective acceleration of dense beams is limited by space-charge effects. In this paper we propose a novel approach to cancel these effects by accelerating "quasi-neutral' beams (plasmas) to high energies applying the ALA concept. In particular, we consider the simultaneous acceleration of guided electrons and positrons by a linearly polarized electromagnetic radiation. Lately, the autoresonance acceleration of pairs by a nonpropagating electromagnetic wave has been discussed [8] . However, this approach cannot be extended to high energies because of synchrotron radiation losses.
The scope of the present work is as follows. The nonlinear electron dynamics in combined guide magnetostatic and linearly polarized laser radiation fields is considered analytically in Section II for homogeneous fields and luminous radiation. It is shown that at these conditions two autoresonances can be achieved. In Section III we analyze the symmetry between the autoresonant acceleration of a positron and an electron. This symmetry allows the simultaneous acceleration of electron-positron pairs to high energies. Finally, Section IV summarizes the results of this work. We shall discuss in the following the dynamics of a cold electron beam in the described fields configuration, assuming that E and B are large enough and thus are not affected by the According to (2) and (4),
II. THE ELECTRON DYNAMICS
The energy of the electron evolves according to the equation dJr a+ u2 -h+ c(a2u1-a1u2) (11) For homogeneous and stationary fields (a, Q = constant) (8) - (1 1) can be simplified by using (7): (3) (YuI) = ko(u3 -up)(yu2 + 2ae sin2 4) -f2u2 (12) ('YU2)' = -ko(u3 -up)(YuI -a sin (24)) + Oul ( Therefore, (12) and (13) can be rewritten as (6) (-Yul) = ('Yu1)¢, + 12('yul) = (2 + l)Oc sin (24) (7) where ail = -a sin (24), a2 = -2a cos2 4, and a = eA1/2mc2 = a, /2. Next we write (6) irst, we consider the electron dynamics at the autoresonance: 1 = 0. In this case the solutions of (18) and (19) are
,YU2 = 'You20 + a sin2 k. \\1Xo(l0 jIm)
where X0 = (2w/ko), is the radiation wavelength. These asymptotic results coincide with the results obtained previously [5] for circularly polarized radiation: c = Ao e2, if we perform the transformation: -a = -( /2) 0C2.
At the resonance I = 0 the electron is accelerated by the circularly polarized component: -oae2 of a (see (7)).
Therefore, the accelerating amplitude is only one-half of the amplitude of the linearly polarized radiation. Next, we consider the autoresonance I = 2. nents ( ae ( e a g2) rotate in the directions ej and eI, respectively. Asymptotically, as follows from (32) 
III. SIMULTANEOUS ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS
The dynamics of a positron in the system are described by (8) and (11) 
for each z > 0. In conclusion, by using a linearly polarized laser radiation one can accelerate "quasi-neutral" beams (plasmas) containing equal densities of electrons and positrons. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have considered the nonlinear electronpositron dynamics in cyclotron autoresonance with a linearly polarized laser radiation propagating along an axial magnetic field. There are two resonances for the electronpositron in the system, I = 2, 0 (Ip = 0, 2), which differ in the direction of the magnetic field. Accordingly, the particle is accelerated in resonance with one of the circularly polarized components of the laser radiation. Therefore, the acceleration by a linearly polarized radiation of a given amplitude coincides asymptotically with the acceleration by a circularly polarized radiation with half of this amplitude (see (32)-(34) and [5] ). It has been shown that simultaneous autoresonance acceleration of electrons and positrons to high energies can be achieved. This result cannot be obtained within the existing schemes for laser acceleration of particles [1] , [2] . In other schemes, such as the plasma accelerators [9] -[l 1] or the inverse free-electron laser [4] , a positron is decelerated in a phase at which an electron is accelerated. In contrast, the autoresonance laser acceleration scheme allows continuous acceleration of "quasi-neutral" beams to high energies with low radiation losses. In particular, these beams can contain equal densities of electrons and positrons or other plasmas with oppositely charged particles of equal q / m (e.g., positive and negative ions). Such beams can be accelerated without the usual space-charge divergence effects. The acceleration of high-current beams thus seems to be feasible. The guidance of an intense laser beam over large distances is a common problem to all schemes in the far-field approach [ 1], [2] . There exist several alternatives to the conventional intensity limited waveguides, such as arrays of lenses or plasma fibers [7] .
The possibility of laser-beam guiding by the electron beams was also discussed recently [12] . Discussion of these methods in application to the ALA scheme presented here is beyond the scope of the present work. Finally, we note that the autoresonance acceleration mechanism might play an important role in cosmic ray acceleration in astrophysical objects, where magnetostatic fields and intense electromagnetic radiation coexist.
